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I’ve set this portfolio up to represent my design story, from running educational workshops to play 
structures to festival spaces to my most recent project in development.  If you’re after my most 
recent work then start from the back.
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0. Application Information (copied from official application form).

Introduction

          While at university I first begun to realise and focus on how people interact with the outdoor environment and the transformative effects 
green spaces can have on people. I was inspired to help engage children with the outdoors and build relationships with nature; helping them 
develop key life skills and a care and love for nature (See portfolio page 4 onwards).
This was the start of the inspiration which today has led me to apply for this Landscape Architecture Masters  at MMU. I’m excited by the pros-
pect of returning to education, stepping up and onwards and immersing myself in a  topic that has been simmering away in my life for a num-
ber of years - namely the design and function of public spaces. 

I find the idea of taking disused spaces and transforming them into coherent and engaging places exciting and career wise; a direction I am 
sure I want to pursue professionally. I’m passionate about designing and making  and always have a project on the go. From the chess board  
table I’ve just finished, to a designing and building outdoor spaces at festivals or play areas for schools (see portfolio) ; I’m excited by design and 
making. I believe this practical skill and passion will help me be an effective and successful designer once I have honed my skills further and 
qualified.

In this personal statement I will outline in more detail the background of why I want to study Landscape Architecture and what I have done 
personally or through employment  to create a solid foundation to build from on the course.

Relevant Experience
 
          I first got into designing learning and play spaces though running environmental education workshops at schools.  I set up my own com-
pany called Popup Treehouses shortly after finishing university with a friend who’d just qualified as a Landscape Architect. We operated for 2 
years, teaching forest, design and wood working skills to children and building treehouse classrooms and play features. I then started working as 
the operations controller and design support at an end to end design build company called TouchWood Play; who make ambitious and imagi-
native commercial play developments.

I’ve been working for TouchWood for the past two years and have been running my own projects on the side for over  five years. I’ve loved be-
ing part of the design team, creating master plans, proposals and making 3d models (See portfolio page 10 onwards) . Since recently relocating 
to Manchester with my partner I’m keen to take steps to get back into a design focused career, which is one reason for wishing to study again. 
TouchWood worked closely with Landscape Architects such as LUC and Davies White. Working closely with these offices has helped me build 
my career aspirations and develop my CPD plan.
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I’ve reached a point where I could pursue project management and operations or develop my design skills and move towards Landscape Ar-
chitecture. I’ve obviously chosen Landscape Architecture as my career direction, I get great energy from working on projects, developing ideas, 
perfecting the details and creating spectacular places. It’s been an clear realisation for me that I want a career in Landscape architecture and I’m 
motivated to make that happen. 

Education

I graduated with a 2:2 BA Hons in Outdoor Studies from St Martin’s College Lancaster University. Outdoor Studies is a relatively broad course 
which has inspired me to do what I’ve been doing for the past 7 years and served to help me identify areas I would like to study further. The 
course consisted of modules in Therapeutic applications of the outdoors, Coaching and Teaching, Environmental Education, Geomorphology,  
Philospohy, Ecology, and Sustainability among others. 
My dissertation was on children’s perceptions of nature and climate change.
 I was disappointed with my results and  myself, as I was aiming for a 2:1. In hindsight I think I was still growing in maturity and didn’t work as 
hard as I should have. This disappointment has encouraged me to boost my performance through focus, study and hard work and I’ve never 
been more motivated to learn and succeed. 

I have self funded and am in the process of attaining the PRINCE 2 Project Management qualification. I decided to enrol myself on this as I was 
leaving TouchWood and wanted to leave with a professional step forward (on paper).  

Landscape Architecture

I see as Landscape Architecture (Broadly) and the design of public spaces as an integral part of creating healthy communities, providing natural 
experiences in otherwise purely urban settings that humans are still adapting to, one of the tools allowing democracy to function and a tool of 
cleaning up the environment.  

After leaving university I became interested in designing and developing experiences and play areas for children in order to provide natural and 
imaginative experiences of the world with the aim of connecting them more closely with nature. 

I’ve visited the campus and met Edward Fox to talk further about the course. Both years have different aspects that I find particularly intriguing 
and exciting. Firstly I’m energised by immersing myself in study and gaining a more solid underpinning of Landscape Architecture.  Getting pro-
fessional guidance on how to present information effectively and using support sessions to develop my visual communication skills.  In year 2 I 
am excited to forge industry links and more fully apply what I’ll have been learning to professional practice. 
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I’m interested in pedestrianisation and reclaiming spaces for public benefit and wellbeing; Playful cities and bringing people together through 
play. Post-industrial reclamation and ‘re-naturing’ 
I enjoy classical landscapes and am a regular visitor to National Trust grounds, observing the ‘picturesque’ landscapes that have been created 
and the heavy management of the environment. I’m particularly interested in functional spaces, which serve multiple purposes and use natural 
features and materials.

My Career Aims

Through doing this course I aim to pull together my passions, experience and interests under a more coherent ‘umbrella’ which is more profes-
sionally understandable, will boost my employability and provide me with new skills and training. I aim to develop a professional graphic style 
and improve my communication techniques; in order thrive in the workplace and support my project management and design experience. I 
would like to work towards becoming chartered, in time and look forward to becoming more and more inspired as the course progresses.

Artistic and Design Skills 

I’m still learning to draw and is definitely not my strongest area. But is one I am keen to develop and am actively practicing and learning.  Since 
deciding to apply for this course I have started sketching as often as possible and am improving with each drawing.  

I would say I’m a very good ‘mental modeller’ I can visualise what I want to create and work through the steps, problems and processes and 
set about making it .  I understand this will only get me so far, as communicating projects, details and concepts is a hugely important skill that 
I need to improve on. Nonetheless, mental modelling is still a valuable asset which will help me in the future, it just needs balancing with hard 
skills.

I have used SketchUp with TouchWood and can make detailed construction drawings and site plans.  
I have taught myself how to use Adobe Illustrator and Indesign to an excellent level, I’m still learning Photoshop.  I used Sketchup with Touch-
wood to design play features and masterplans and am largely self taught. I have not used CAD before but I am a fast learner, especially when 
there’s a project involved. I am familiar with mood boarding and communicating design ideas through photos of complete projects, other work 
and related images. 
I hope this application clearly expresses my enthusiasm and background. I know I have a lot to learn and am deeply motivated to make this 
work and excel as a Landscape Architect. 
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1. Design/ Build workshops

I’ve always included educational workshops alongside my projects. From design to hands on wood working I believe it’s an integral part of 
earning the long term ‘buy-in’ from local communities and capturing the imagination of children. Having a physical involvement in such 
interesting projects creates a fantastically rich learning experience which provides and profoundly deep learning experience. 

Design Build Workshops

Design, Woodworking, Forest Skills

Learn, Experience, Make
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A Treehouse classroom designed and built for St Mary’s School. This is designed to not harm the oak 
tree, which grows through the centre of the structure. I ran a design workshop with reception, Y1 and Y2 
folllowed by a woodland adenture day where the children learnt about the environment and themselves 
on an immersive journey.

2. Treehouse Classroom

Chestnut and Hazel woven facade

Water collected from roof

Timber slat roof

Bench seating for 7-8 childrenOpen balcony space

Cantilevered  balcony space

Hideaway under space 

Cover teaching space

Oak tree grows through middle 
of floor and roof

Presentation blackboard and shelving

St Mary’s design sketch 
13/03/13

Stairwell

Treehouse Classrooms
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This is the Chandler 
School Treehouse 
Classroom. It’s got 
an open southward 
side to allow in lots 
of  light. The stu-
dents from the school 
helped design it in a 
workshop and learnt 
coppicing and weav-
ing skills in a hands on 
workshop.

Treehouse Classrooms
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A Recipricol roof designed 
for a SEN school in Devon

Treehouse Classrooms
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Acorns Nursery and St Edmunds school. I’m experimenting with design communication style and materials.

Peeled and sanded Chestnut poles structure

Steps 

Slide 

Den building opportunityStepping stones

Thick rope handrails

Tunnel space under 

Walkway sloped up to slide platform Jump or step down Step up and slide down

Project:
Acorns Nursery 
Date:
21/05/2013

Play

3. Play
Moving into play was a natural progression from learning spaces. It’s a more profitable and creative market to get into, is a huge 
challenge and really interesting.
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After starting work with TouchWood, the projects I was involved with were much larger and more complex. The team was 
much larger so the projects that follow are not 100% mine.  I was involved in:

•	 Creating proposals and tender documents, concept models and project pricing (including QS and site surveys)
•	 Project managing all TouchWood’s projects from design to completion.
•	 Design support- making SketchUp models for masterplans, construction drawing and general manufacture information. 

4 Oaks / ‘Storm Playground’  In 2016 The National Trust -Knightshayes contacted TouchWood to do something with these 4 Turkey-oak trees 
which fell during a storm at almost perfect right angles to each other.  I was in involved in the master planning, design and project managed 
project.

Play
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Revision:00
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Play
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Tyntesfield play Trail
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4. Other projects

Culverhill School- I project managed this project and was a part of the design team.

Nene park sky nests- I project managed this project and worked alongside Landscape Architects- Davies White on its 
design
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The Hive at Vintage festival 2010
Encouraging a relationship with nature through design and play.

The Hive was born from a desire to create an imaginative environment where new experiences are 
gained through a series of spaces and structural innovations. This in turn compels a journey of explo-
ration and discovery. It is a creative process that inspires play and forms exciting and engaging learn-
ing spaces for people of all ages.

This was the first project I undertook after graduating. I formed a team of friends and like minded in-
dividuals to collaborate to create this.

Other Projects
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The Nests   will provide a space to sit in groups. More intimate and positions to 
chill out around the trunks of trees.  The robust and sculptural nest benches wrap around 
trees mimiking habitats. The seasts can stand alone without the tree if preferred and 
dependant on site limitations.  The spaces will provide a safe feeling and relaxing seating 
environments perfectly placed, complementing the thematic surroundings.

Other Projects

5. Boomtown 2015-17
Annual residency at BoomTown Festival- Woodland Chill out area
Example proposal pages/ design sketches and finished installation. I’ve been doing this project independently, 
whilst working with TouchWood in order to keep gaining new experience, develop new creative ideas that I 
can’t include in TW projects and so I can keep using my hands.

Key Words:
Organic, Earthy, 

Seating, Wooden, 
Natural Night-time 

Mood. 

Example Proposal pages 
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Layout plan

Other Projects

Example Proposal pages 
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Birds nest seating pod
inspiration.
Key words:

Safe
Homely
Woven
A place to keep your eggs!

Other Projects
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Seating pods- part of the BoomTown project

Other Projects

Journey, Nest, Community

Seating Elements Based on Bird Habitats
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The Interactive Sculpture

Speakers in trees, throw sound around, disconnecting the

sound with the creation. The trees are connected together with threads of life energy, communicating 

with one and other, even after death. The death of the tree sparks a release of new energy, feeding 

it’s friends and partners and them in turn becoming wilder and becoming more with every passing 

moment. The music, rhythms and sounds change with the time of day. Growing in intensity as 

more people join in the dance of the energy passing ceremony. The sounds (night time minimalistic 

rhythms, day time ambient beauty and natural peaceful noises) are not loud enough to enter in and 

effect the tranquillity and peace of the surrounding areas. It  exists in and surrounded by a forest of 

peace and light, they are one in the same thing and feed each other even, through death and life. 

Light and dark. 

Were standing on ground that used to be forest. These cities and towns were once woods and 

glades.  The installation is designed to remind us of the forests that were once here, connecting us 

with their lingering spirit that echoes around us.

6. Current project development

The Forests That Were.
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Method
Light sensors will be placed inside tree stumps. The sensors will be connected to a central computer and series of discrete speaker which will 
release sounds triggered by interaction with the sensors. This will lead to a totally unique experience for each person entering and interacting 
with the space.  

Overview
The sculptural stumps represent lost trees and allow us to tap into their music. They will blend in with the environment and not be invasive with 
the sound they create.
You will be able to tap into and release a number of musical representations of the forest all designed to represent different aspects of forest life; 
gentle forest noises, a more rhythmic tunes representing the trees spirit, the sounds they have inside them and some more experimental sounds 
which we can explore as the space is interpreted by the user. 

Future
After prototyping the idea I have identified the need for a larger quantity of stumps to give a more significant impact of a forest.  The wiring and 
programming worked well and blended into nature seamlessly. I have already collaborated with a number of musicians to make songs for the 
concept and would like to explore this further.  I need a further platform to present the idea so people can play and experience it.

Prototype and 
development.

Here I am hollowing out 
a recess in the base of the 
stump to allow space for 
wiring. 
Right is an Ardunio and 
a rather messy looking 
circuit board to bring the 
stumps to life.
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7. Graphics

 

In	the	companies	I’ve	worked	for	I’ve		made	
graphics,	logos	and	infographics.	Through	do-
ing	this	I’ve	learnt	Adobe	Illustrator	and	Photo-
shop	Skills


